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Men’s Regular Sizing – T-Shirts, Sweatshirts etc. 

 
Men's Big Sizing - T-shirts, Sweatshirts, etc. - If 
shorter than 6'2" and waist measures more than 
chest 
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Men's Tall Sizing - T-shirts, Sweatshirts, etc. - If 
taller than 6'2" and waist measures less than 
chest 

 
Sizing Tips - Men 
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Women’s Classic Fit 
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Women’s Junior Fit 

Sizing Tips – Women 
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Jerseys – NHL
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Pro Tips for choosing the correct Hockey Jersey size: 

• If you plan to wear shirts or other layers under your NHL jersey, you may want to order the next size up to 
ensure a comfortable fit. 

• If your measurement is between two sizes you can either order the smaller size for a tighter fit or the next size 
up for a looser fit. 

How do adidas Authentic Jerseys compare to Fanatics Breakaway Jerseys 

If you're looking to match the players on the ice, go for an adidas NHL jersey featuring the official crest of all 
31 NHL teams. The adidas NHL Jerseys are made with adizero technology, which is lightweight for 
breathability and mobility. 

Fanatics Breakaway jerseys are the first NHL jerseys designed by fans for fans. Fanatics created the NHL 
Breakaway Jersey with comfort in mind. Fanatics engineered an all-new fabric we call FanTex; a soft, yet 
durable fabric that's perfect for everyday wear. Comfort extends to the logos too! No more stiff team crests 
and numbers. FanFlex shields and patches are light-weight and fold easily, so you'll champion comfort 
whether you're cheering on your team at the rink or from home. 

How to measure for Hockey Jersey Sizing 

Measure around the fullest part of your chest under the arms for your total chest circumference. For the 
length, measure from the top of the shoulder pad to the hip. For the sleeve, measure from the center of the 
back of the neck to the wrist with arms extended to the sides. 
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Jerseys – NFL 

 

 

 

 
 
Pro Tips for choosing the correct Nike NFL Jersey size: 

• If you plan to wear shirts or other layers under your football jersey, you may want to order the next size up to 
ensure a comfortable fit. 

• If your measurement is between two sizes you can either order the smaller size for a tighter fit or the next size 
up for a looser fit. 
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How do women's NFL Jerseys fit? 

Women's jerseys have a slender tapered cut, not boxy like the men's jerseys. Order one size up if you like 
your jersey to fit looser. 

How to measure for Jersey Sizing 

Measure around the fullest part of your chest under the arms for your total chest circumference. 

Do NFL Jerseys run big or small? 

In general, NFL Jerseys will fit a little larger, but that depends on the jersey type. We recommend buying the 
next size up jersey if you plan on wearing clothes underneath (hoodies, t-shirts, etc.). 
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Jerseys – NBA 
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How to measure for a basketball jersey 

• Chest: Measure around the fullest part of your chest under the arms for your total chest circumference. 
• Length: Measure from the top of the shoulder to the hip. 

Pro Tips for measuring yourself for the correct NBA jersey size: 

• If you plan to wear shirts or other layers under your basketball jersey, you may want to order the next size up 
to ensure a comfortable fit. 

• If your measurement is between two sizes you can either order the smaller size for a tighter fit or the next size 
up for a looser fit. 
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Jerseys – MLB 
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How do I find my MLB Jersey size? 

• Chest/Bust: With your arms relaxed at your sides, measure around the fullest part of your chest, just across 
shoulder blades and under your arms. 

• Waist: Measure your natural waistline, not necessarily where you wear your pants. To measure your natural 
waistline, wrap the tape so it intersects your navel. Keep tape flat, but comfortably loose. 

• Hips: Stand with your heels together and measure the fullest part of your hips, keeping the measuring tape 
level and parallel to the floor. 

• Sleeve: Stand straight and bend your arm so your hand is on your hip. Have someone measure from the center 
back of your neck, over the point of your shoulder and down to the wrist. Round your measurement up to the 
next whole number 

• Neck: Using a cloth tape measure, measure around your neck about 1 inch up from the base or where your 
neck and shoulders meet 

Pro Tips for measuring yourself for the correct baseball jersey: 

• If you plan to wear shirts or other layers under your jersey, you may want to order the next size up to ensure a 
comfortable fit. 

• If your measurement is between two sizes you can either order the smaller size for a tighter fit or the next size 
up for a looser fit. 
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Hats 

 
 
Sources: 
https://www.fanatics.com/nhl-jersey-size-chart/x-2629+z-909960942-3705562428 
https://www.fanatics.com/nfl-jersey-size-chart/x-3770+z-920287593-797865278 
https://www.fanatics.com/nba-jersey-size-chart/x-4898+z-81130837-3762911958 
https://www.fanatics.com/mlb-jersey-size-chart/x-6031+z-87973170-2468593456 
https://fanatics2.custhelp.com/app/sizing/a_id/528 
 


